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Civil society organisations and charities

 use academic articles to develop research proposals, 

business concept notes and research papers

 use online/Google search to access articles using phrases or keywords depending 

on the subject which I am looking for. 

 PubMed usually gives you abstracts articles and if you like the abstract you can 

click on the full article and access it. PubMed also provides you related articles 

beside the opened abstract.

“The major difficulty which I face is not getting full articles. When I Google the subject 

which I want I may get [an] interesting abstract. Then when I try to access the whole 

article, it may require online registration or payment. So in these cases, I don’t prefer 

[to] make any payment or the registration may be time taking.” 

• No payment to access articles. 

“I had come across with articles which require payments but I had no the fund to 

cover by myself or I am not sure this would be covered by my organization.” 

• HINARI password when studying “but I didn’t use it so much.” 





“Availability of academic articles online for 

free is very important for researchers, 

programmers and academic world. But 

sometime you may not access the articles 

due to payment or some issues like having 

to register.” 



Journalists, consultants and other external agencies
 Use them for investigative reports 

 Media outlet doesn’t provide funding for subscription or access 

to research findings.

 Can use some of the journals on R4L website.

 Primarily websites of universities to look for academic articles.

This method is time consuming and taxing for journalists.”

I have experienced going to a library, with a letter of recommendation to use the 

library facilities from a student or a professor of that university, just to access 

academic journals. 

Some universities and think tanks in the Philippines conduct public forum about their 

academic paper or published work but because of the busy schedule of journalists 

we find it difficult to attend such events…

Whenever I encounter this difficulty I [ask] experts/professors instead of referring to 

academic articles. This practice has a negative implication because sometimes those 

experts that we interview haven’t conducted any study/research about the topic I am 

working on

“In my experience, some universities outside and inside the Philippines 

and research organizations usually require subscription and registration to 

access their academic papers. Those uploaded for the use of the public 

are usually outdated. 



Independent researchers, think tanks 

 Uni email = golden pass (ac.uk .edu .edu.au   etc)

 Curtails the progress of research and the careers of researchers 

 Large research organisation has to monitor their quota = 

complicated administrative workaround whereby staff have to 

check internal folders first or contact the author and then 

download

 Broadly, very time consuming and highly administrative

Government staff

 We know they like briefings – short 2-4 page documents





Government staff

 We know they like briefings – short 2-4 page documents

 Have to be careful about how and when we can share findings

 Many journals have embargos, but this is not consistent across 

publishers

 Would be useful to be able to share our work freely in briefs, 

particularly as we are the researchers and authors

General public

 Beyond Google, where do they go?

 How do we tell them about the research without the help of the 

media, policymakers and researchers?



Is the current open access landscape helping or hindering 

the international development agenda?

 OA is necessary for democracy and to progress the SDGs

 OA does not, unfortunately, level the playing field 

 Still an exclusive club

 I can’t offer a solution, but I would ask that institutions that have the power to 

grant access to other sections of society begin doing that more effectively

 Research is, after all, for the public benefit

Further questions:
 Is what we’ve experienced typical for NGOs in developing countries? Would like 

to do more research on this.

 Can the F1000 model for the international development sector provide a 

useful model for sharing?
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